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readings in philosophy, taken from ancient, modern and modern sources. The issues are dealt with in a fundamentally open manner with arguments for and against for the various positions covered. All choices are taken from mainstream sources, with introductions and training guides to facilitate reading for beginner students. Learning and Learning
Experience Personalization Learning - MySearchLab delivers proven results by helping students succeed, provides an engaging experience that personalizes learning, and comes from a trusted partner with educational experience and a deep commitment to help students and faculty achieve their goals. Improving Critical Thinking - Philosophical questions,
thinking about questions and quotes, biographical sketches, and more, all of this will help encourage students to study their assumptions, discern hidden values, evaluate evidence and evaluate their findings. Attracting Students - Choices within classical philosophical questions contain explanatory introductions, academic questions and a glossary of terms to
facilitate reading for a starting student. Support Instructors-Training Your Course has just become easier! You can create customized text or use our PowerPoint presentation slides. In addition, classical philosophical questions preserve the independence of each work. He doesn't make the assumption that the student has previously read the material when he
presents questions of knowledge, metaphysics, ethics, etc. - thus allowing you to organize order topics for your course needs. CLASSIC AND CONTEMPORARY PRIMARY SOURCE READINGS Classical philosophical questions offer a comprehensive, first-hand experience of all the major fundamental industries of philosophy, as opposed to volumes
dealing with specialized topics. It provides a comprehensive introduction to philosophy without requiring separate, specialized volumes. (e.g. page 42) PERSONAL LEARNING MySearchLab provides proven results to help individual students succeed. It provides an attractive experience that personalizes, stimulates and measures learning for each student.
And, this comes from a trusted partner with educational experience and a deep commitment to help students, faculty and departments achieve their goals. Pearson eText allows students to access their textbook anytime and anywhere they want. Individual training plan each student helps them succeed in the course and beyond. Assessment tied to each The
app and chapter allows both teachers and students to track progress and receive immediate feedback, and helps teachers find the best resources to help students. Ebsco's ContentSelect - With Ebsco's ContentSelect, students receive 24-hour access to abstracts and full-face articles from thousands of scientific and popular periodicals, including Newsweek,
National Review and USA Today's Magazine - all grouped and organized by subject area. Study Tutorial - When students click on the research button in MySearchLab, they get a step-by-step tutorial for the entire research process, including understanding the assignment, finding a topic, creating effective notes on how to shape the paradigm, understanding
and searching for source materials, etc. IMPROVE THINKING CRITICAL Philosophical issues are dealt with in a fundamentally open manner, offering at least two parts on most issues representing different views. This treatment provides students with different ways of thinking about the same problem. (e.g. page 195) Classical philosophical questions is the
only text on the market that starts with a question in each section that allows students to write their answers to questions before reading further. (e.g. page 64) Unique questions and quotes Think About provide material for vigorous debates or written assignments that promote new ways of thinking on different topics. Each reading contains a biographical
sketch of the author, as well as a group of further readings for a student wishing to pursue his philosophical questions in more detail. (e.g. page 86) ENGAGEMENT STUDENTS All selections within the framework of classical philosophical questions are taken from ancient, modern and modern primary subjects with introduction and educational guides, making
it easier to read for the beginning student. (e.g. page 48) Explanatory introductions accompany each section within the framework of classic philosophical questions, directing students to what is important and central to each section. The glossary of terms at the end of Classical Philosophical Matters defines unfamiliar terms for students. (ex. p. 529) Studying
questions for each choice within the framework of classic philosophical questions allows students to immediately consider their understanding of key arguments. (e.g. page 196) SUPPORT INSTRUCTORS Classical philosophical questions preserve the independence of each work. He doesn't make the assumption that the student has previously read the
material when he presents questions of knowledge, metaphysics, ethics, etc. - thus allowing you to organize order topics for your course needs. PowerPoint Presentation Slides for Classical Philosophical Matters, 14/e (0205096824): These PowerPoint slides will help you convey philosophical principles in a clear and engaging way. For access, they are
available in the instructor section of MySearchLab for classic philosophical questions, questions, Or in www.pearsonhighered.com/irc. Found in this section:1. Review of the changes2. Chapter by Chapter 1 change. Review of the changes CLASSIC AND CONTEMPORARY PROMARY SOURCE READINGS Additional pages from Fedo Plato, the
development of socratic psychological and moral profile in his attitude to his most fundamental philosophical positions. (e.g. page 36) Reading about the problem of evil, taken from the consolation of Boethius philosophy, is considered by many to be the first formal theododicy or an argument for God's justice. (e.g. page 64) A brief reading by John Dewey,
emphasizing the necessary employment of philosophical discourse in maintaining educational and political growth. (e.g. page 525) PERSONAL MYSearchLab with eText can be packed with this text. MySearchLab provides an engaging experience that personalizes learning, and comes from a trusted partner with educational experience and a deep
commitment to help students and faculty achieve their goals. eText - Just like printed text, you can highlight and add notes to eText or download it to your iPad. Assessment - Head quiz and flash cards offer immediate feedback and report directly to the gradebook. Writing and Research - A wide range of writing, grammar and research tools and access to
various academic journals, census data, will help you hone your writing and research skills. A personalized learning plan for each student helps them succeed in the course and beyond. New functions! Ebsco's ContentSelect - With Ebsco's ContentSelect, students receive 24-hour access to abstracts and full-face articles from thousands of scientific and
popular periodicals, including Newsweek, National Review and USA Today's Magazine - all grouped and organized by subject area. New functions! Study Tutorial - When students click on the research button in MySearchLab, they get a step-by-step tutorial for the entire research process, including understanding the assignment, finding a topic, creating
effective notes on how to shape the paradigm, understanding and searching for source materials, etc. IMPROVE THINKING CRITICAL Extended section on free will, including reading John Stuart Mill's defense of compatible position and balancing traditional deterministic and free position of the will found in previous editions of this book. (e.g. page 331) A
final brief reading by John Dewey, emphasizing the necessary employment of philosophical discourse in maintaining educational and political growth. ENGAGEMENT STUDENTS A new section on personal identity and their connection to the problem of immortality, with pages of Plato, Joseph Butler and David Hume. (e.g., page 355) Readings by Simone de
Beauvoir on the Liberation of Women, Benjamin Barber on the Nature of Democracy and Brand Blanchard on Truth. (e.g. page 233) SUPPORT INSTRUCTORS New! Create custom text: text: enroll at least 25, create your own tutorial by combining chapters from Pearson's bestselling tutorials and/or reading choices in the sequence you want. To start
building your custom text, visit www.pearsoncustomlibrary.com. You can also work with a dedicated Pearson Custom editor to create the perfect text-publishing of your own original content or mixing and matching Pearson content. Contact your Pearson publisher representative to get started 2. Chapter after chapter changes Part 1: Socrates and the Nature
of Philosophy New! Reading - Fedo: Virtue and Socrates 'The View of Death Part 2: The Philosophy of Religion Is New! Reading - Boethius: God can let some evil new! Reading - John Hick: Evil, Human Freedom and Moral Development Part 5: Metaphysics New! READING - John Stuart Mill: Determinism and Freedom are compatible new! Reading Richard Taylor: People are free new! Reading - Plato: The Soul is Immortal and Ineless New! READING - Joseph Butler: Human beings survive a new death! Reading - David Hume: Life After Death Is a Philosophically Unproven Part 6: Social and Political Philosophy Is New! Reading - Benjamin Barber: Strong Democracy Is The Best in This SECTION: 1.)
BRIEF2.) COMPREHENSIVE BRIEF TABLE OF CONTENT: Part 1: Socrates and The Nature of PhilosophyPart 2: Philosophy of ReligionPart 3: EthicsPart 4: KnowledgePart 5: MetaphysicsPart 6: Social and Political PhilosophyPart 7: Aesthetics Part 8: Philosophy and Good Life COMPREHENSIVE TABLE OF CONTENTS: Part 1: Socrates and The Nature
of Philosophy What Is Philosophy? Euthyphro: Definition of Philosophical Terms Vulnerable: Socrates 'Trial and DefenseThe Crito: The Refusal of Socrates EscapeThe Phaedo: Virtue and Socrates' Look at DeathPart 2: The Philosophy of Religion Can We Prove That God Exists?St. Anselm: Ontological ArgumentSt. Thomas Aquinas: The Cosmological
ArgumentUilliam Paley: Teleological ArgumentBlais Pascal: It is better to believe in the existence of God than to deny it. Does the Idea of the Good God exclude evil? Boethius: God Can Allow Some Evil.David Hume: Good God Would Eliminate Evil.John Hick: Evil, Human Freedom and Moral DevelopmentPart 3: Ethics Is Relative? Ruth Benedict: Ethics is
relative. T. Staist: Ethics is not relativeAre people are always selfish? People are always selfish: Calling Glaucon Socrates Rachels: People aren't always selfishWhat is the core of ethics: Happiness or Commitment? Aristotle: Happiness Lives VirtuousJerem Bentham: Happiness Seeks The Greatest Pleasure for the Greatest People Immanuyl Kant: Debt to
HappinessFriderch Nietzsche: Happiness Has PowerJean-Paul Sartre: Existentialist EthicsVirgia Conducted: Feminist Ethics DifferentPart 4: Knowledge What Is What It Is Knowledge is Warranted True Belief What is the best method for acquiring knowledge? Charles Sanders Pierce: Four Approaches to Philosophy How Do We Acquire Knowledge? Rene
Descartes: Knowledge is ultimately not the meaning of KnowledgeJohn Locke: Knowledge ultimately sensedImmanuel Kant: Knowledge is both rational and empirical. How is the truth established? Bertrand Russell: Truth is set by CorrespondenceBrand Blanshard: Truth Means CoherentUil James: Truth Is Set by Pragmatic MeansWilliam We Know the
Nature of Cause-And-Effect? David Hume: The reason means regular association David Hume: There are no possible reasons for inductionPart 5: MetaphysicsWhy is there something and not nothing? Parmenides: Being UncausedLao-Tzu: Not-Being a Source Of BeingIs Reality General or Particular? Plato: Universals RealDavid Hume: Features RealOf
What is Reality Composed? Rene Descartes: Reality Is Made Up of Mind and MatterPaul Churchland: Reality Is Made Up of MatterGeorge Berkeley: Reality Is Made Up of IdeasJohn Dewey: Reality Is Made Up of Mental and Physical QualitiesOn Are People Free? Holbach: People determinedJohn Stuart Mill: Determinism and Freedom CompatibleRichard
Taylor: People FreeDo People Have An Identical Me? John Locke: Human beings have identical SelfDavid Hume: Human beings don't have identical SelfIs There's Life After Death? Plato: The Soul is Immortal and UnacceptableJosef Butler: Human Beings Survive DeathDavid Hume: Life After Death Is Philosophically UnprovenPart 6: Social and Political
PhilosophyWhat Is Freedom? Fyodor Dostoyevsky: Freedom and PowerJohn Stuart Mill: Freedom is independence from the tyranny of majorityMartin Luther King Jr.: Freedom and racial prejudicesSimone de Beauvoir: The Liberation of Women.Which government is better? Thomas Hobbs: Monarchy Is BestJohn Locke: Democracy BestKarl Marx:
Communism and The Undivided Work of BestBenjamin Barber: Strong Democracy Is BestPart 7: Aesthetics What Is the Experience of Beauty? Plotinus: Beauty, sensual and perfectWhat is the function of art? Aristotle: The Nature of TragedyHenry Bergson: Nature ComedyPart 8: Philosophy and Good LifeAthe Classic Views on Good LifeEpicurus and
Pleasant LifeEpictetus and Life of Self-ControlWhat Gives Meaning to Life? Leo Tolstoy: Faith provides the meaning of lifeAlbert Camus: The meaning of life is determined by every personWhat is the value of philosophy? Bertrand Russell: The meaning of philosophy for individual life. John Dewey: The Value of Philosophy for SocietyGlossary Show Order
Information for Pearson offers special prices when you pack your text with other student resources. If you are interested in creating a cost-effective package for your students, please contact your Pearson representative. Mulvaney ©2012 | 552 pp Paper format ISBN-13: 9780205096800 Recommended retail price $146.65 Availability Gould and Mulvaney
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